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Chapter 3458

Tang Yun waved his hand, motioned Mark to stop, and immediately retreated to Chumen
Mountain.

“Go away?”

However, listening to Tang Yun’s words, Mark smiled.

“Last time, because of you, I retired.”

“What’s the result?”

“What I was waiting for in the hot summer was the humiliation of the Chu family and the news
of An Qi’s death.”

“This time, if I retire again, I will wait. Yes,

I ‘m afraid it’s not your Chumen’s iron hoof?” The sound of the whole sound, like a bell in the
morning and a drum in the evening, echoed the world.

But, who else heard the endless sadness and anger in Mark’s words.

“What on earth do you want to do?”

Feeling the deep chill on Mark’s body, Tang Yun frowned and asked coldly.

“I said, I’m going to step down on the Chu family, and throw Chu Zhengliang down and ashes!”

Boom…

Mark’s words fell, and his power exploded.

The majestic vigor lifted the sky full of sand and rocks.

The soaring energy directly shook several people in front of him.

Even Tang Yun retreated several steps under Mark’s explosion.

Seeing that Mark was about to go violently, everyone in Truman was shocked.

“Retreat!”

“Retreat quickly…”

“Everyone retreat first!”



Elder Truman shouted in surprise.

As the so-called gods fight, mortals suffer.

If Mark and Tang Yun really fought, they would be the ones who were close by onlookers who
would be killed or injured.

Therefore, before the battle started, Elder Truman ordered everyone to retreat.

“What to retreat?”

“I’m in the Chu Sect, how can I be afraid of a yellow-mouthed child?”

“The Chu Sect master is here, and there is my old man Chu behind him.”

“Why is this vertical?”

“Everyone ?” Just let me stand here and cheer our

doorkeeper !” Chu Zhengliang couldn’t see everyone retreating, and he stopped sharply.

Anyway, with Tang Yun standing in front of him, Chu Zhengliang was naturally fearless, but he
was still frantically and rhythmically, begging to put Mark on the opposite side of Chumen.

When the time comes, the entire Chu Clan will deal with Mark together, and Chu Zhengliang
will undoubtedly sit back and relax.

No one knew Chu Zhengliang’s thoughts.

But Tang Yun was a little anxious, her tone was not as calm as before, and she once again
discouraged Mark: “Mark, don’t toast or drink fine wine.”

“I said, I will investigate An Qi’s affairs. . ” “

you come quickly receded, I can guarantee you get out. ” “

but if you come to their senses, not to mention the time Angel of safety, is your own, will also
lead to fatal disaster! “

However, surface Mark turned a deaf ear to what Tang Yun advised.

The ancient Yunyang sword in his hand swung one after another.

The sword glow is like a river, rushing in all directions.

In the midst of the surging power, several people hit the sword one after another and died!

Mark’s grievances with Chu family and even Chumen were not overnight.

In just these ten years, the grievances between the two sides have accumulated to an extreme.

And the treachery of the Chu family, and An Qi’s tragic experience, undoubtedly became the
last straw to intensify the conflict.



Even if the mind is as calm as Mark, it is hard to keep calm anymore.

From the moment he set foot on Chumen Mountain again, Mark would not return without
killing Chu Zhengliang.

If the Chu family is blocked, he will level the Chu family.

If Truman is blocked, he will destroy Truman!

In short, this is the end of the matter, and any verbal guarantee can no longer calm Mark’s angry
heart!

“Chu Zhengliang, die for me!”

After a few people in front of the shock retreat, the surging power quietly gathered.

At the top of the sea of   clouds, Mark slashed in the air.

A ray of sword light, just like lightning flashes, tearing the sky, and slashing towards Chu
Zhengliang who is a hundred meters away!

“What?”

Chu Zhengliang’s eyes widened at the time.

Then, like crazy, she turned around and ran away.

He suddenly regretted it. He had known that he should have listened to Elder Truman’s advice
just now, and retreat a little bit.

“Sect Master, save me!”

Chapter 3459

“Brian Chu, it seems that you are determined to seek death.”

“If that’s the case, then you and I will be able to make a complete break today.”

“Thousands of grievances and entanglements, so far, cut it with one sword!”

The cold words sounded, and on the top of the Chumen Mountain, it seemed to bring three
thousand ice and snow, which made people fearful, like falling into an ice cellar.

No one knows what kind of pain Tang Yun felt when she said this.

Living together day and night under the old house of the Chu family, the wind, the snow and the
moon in the rain forest cave mansion, the rushing crown of the Noirfork land was furious.

All the touches and excitement in Tang Yun’s life were given to her by the boy in front of her.

Without Mark, her life would only be the long-standing and solitary Truman Lord.



It was this teenager who gave her joy, anger, sorrow, and joy, warmth and joy that she had never
had before.

For Tang Yun, the time spent with Mark was a dream like a fairy tale.

However, the dream is to wake up after all.

After all, she is not after rhyme.

The responsibilities and burdens on her are destined to make him and Mark live and die.

Fortunately, if the pain is cut off, there will be no pain.

Once you have been concerned, you can have no worry.

Perhaps, only by personally cutting off this entanglement that shouldn’t have been there, she can
return to the cold and ruthless Tang Yun.

Thinking of this, the coldness in Tang Yun’s eyes became more determined.

Finally, this time, Tang Yun really raised the sword.

Endless power gathers, Qi Chi Qingfeng swept across.

On the top of Chumen Mountain, Tang Yunyu held a sword in his hand and slashed towards
Mark.

“The sky is full of fallen leaves!”

A cold and low drink, resounding through the void.

A generation of sect masters finally made a move.

The most powerful man who has been on the top of the list for many years has truly revealed his
edge!

A big battle broke out in an instant.

Once Tang Yun made a move, it was a Xeon killer move.

Sword shot, light is everywhere!

With the long sword dancing, everyone only saw that the majestic power between heaven and
earth was all drawn by Tang Yun.

It seems that thousands of miles of rivers are rushing into the sea.

But then, that endless mighty power was transformed into countless sword energy by Tang Yun
and released instantly.

For a time, thousands of sword auras filled the sky.

It seems to be in the air, woven into a huge sword net covering 100 meters.



And under that sword net, only Mark stood alone.

“After all, did you take the shot?”

“Tang Yun, it seems that you insist on protecting the beast.”

“Van An Qi trusts you so much.”

“You said that you treat An Qi as your own.”

“I just want to ask you, what you are doing nowadays, are you worthy of her?”

Mark suddenly smiled when he felt Tang Yun’s strong killing intent.

Full of self-deprecating.

He never thought that it was Tang Yun who stood in front of him and fought to the death today.

Although as early as the Chu family’s old house, the two had already parted ways. In front of
Chu’s house last time, the two of them were even strangers.

It stands to reason that he is already a stranger.

But Mark didn’t know why. When Tang Yun pointed at her sword, Mark’s heart would still
hurt.

But what about the pain?

After all, it’s just self-satisfaction.

Mark at this time was undoubtedly also discouraged.

Completely gave up all illusions about Tang Yun.

“Okay!”

“Tang Yun, you think about it, I’m as you wish.”

“Today, it’s not you who died, or I was dead!”

Looking at the endless sword energy that looked like a net, Mark had no fear. Raising the sky
and screaming.

Then, Dao Dao Jinguang sprayed out from Mark’s body.

Like a dragon awakening, and like a flying dragon ascending into the sky.

The Dragon God’s body is fully fired.

Then, Mark stepped on the ground and rose into the sky.

Like a golden giant, rushing into the sea of   swords.



Seeing such a trembling eyeball scene, Chu Zhengliang and others were undoubtedly stunned.

Everyone looked at the front with trembling eyes, and said in disbelief: “This…this…” Seeing
that Mark’s attack had arrived behind him, a threat of death suddenly severely choked Chu
Zhengliang’s throat.

In despair, Chu Zhengliang immediately appealed to Tang Yun, the lord of Chumen.

With so many people present, it is estimated that Tang Yun is the only one who can block Mark
from the front.

Sure enough, just at the moment of the moment, Tang Yun’s figure flashed, and the graceful
body had appeared in front of Chu Zhengliang. With a wave of his sleeves, the purple glow
surged and collided with Mark’s attack, once again blocking Ye. Where.

“Brian Chu, this palace has a limit to your tolerance.”

“No matter what you do, don’t stop blaming me for being ruthless with Long Sword!”

At this time, Tang Yun had a bit of anger on her pretty face.In today’s matter, Tang Yun knew
that she was at a loss.

Therefore, she tolerated Mark again and again.

Even if he broke into Chumen Mountain and killed so many people, as long as he stopped here,
Tang Yun would not hold him accountable.

However, Tang Yun never imagined that Mark would be so reluctant and insist on killing him.

Can’t he even wait for these two or three days?

Of course, if Mark wanted to kill an ordinary person, Tang Yun would kill with him.

An Qi’s eyes were removed, not to mention Mark, but Tang Yun himself also felt that the
murderer was utterly desolate.

But now, the person Mark wants to kill is Chu Zhengliang!

Chu Zhengliang was the Patriarch of the Chu Family, or Chumen’s deputy head, even in the
entire Chumen power system, he could rank in the top three.

If he is killed, the impact will undoubtedly be extremely huge.

At least, it will be a huge blow to Chumen’s face.

At that time, as the master of Trumen, she was not only unable to explain to the entire Chumen,
but also unable to explain to her teacher.

Therefore, before the matter was investigated, Tang Yun would never allow Mark to attack Chu
Zhengliang.

“Relentless?”



“Tang Yun, have you ever been sentimental?”

Facing Tang Yun’s words, Mark sneered.

With that rhetorical question, Tang Yun’s body trembled even more.

In the eyebrows, an inexplicable emotion emerged.

Is it true that in his eyes, he has always been a ruthless and unrighteous image?

But because of Tang Yun’s momentary loss of consciousness, Mark’s movements not only
never stopped, but also became more fierce.

Several sword qi slashed out one after another, and the endless edge fell straight for nine days.

Chun, you Chu Zhengliang fled like crazy, and at the same time shouted in panic: “Sect Master,
what are you doing?”

“Hurry up and kill him!”

Chu Zhengliang’s cry for help awakened Tang Yun.

Tang Yun hurriedly moved to block Mark’s offensive, but a few sword energy still fell.

For a time, several people on Chumen Mountain were damaged by Mark’s sword aura.

Mark now is in a state of rampage.

There are no moves to keep, just to take the lives of people!

“Three brothers!”

“Pharaoh…”

There was another sad voice on Chumen Mountain.

“Buckling!”

“What a cruel heart…”

Seeing the former comrades-in-arms, now one by one fell under the sword of Mark, the eyes of
Truman’s people were red.

Especially the people of the Chu family, watching their relatives die one after another, they have
plucked Mark’s heart alive.

But even now, Tang Yun still didn’t mean to fight Mark to the death. He just passively defended
and played tricks.

He even persuaded Mark to stop and retreat to Chumen Mountain.

“What’s the situation with Tang Yun sect



master?”

“Don’t the

sect master know this abandoned son?” “Why don’t you have a killer?” Chu Zhengliang also
quickly discovered something was wrong.

Based on his understanding of Tang Yun, if someone committed such a slaughter to Chu Sect,
he would have already cut the other party by the sword, and would not talk nonsense with the
other party.

But how to face this Mark, this graceful empress who has made countless titled powerhouses
frightened, has become so indecisive.

“No, it seems that I have to find a way to force Tang Yun to

take action !” Chu Zhengliang hid behind, frowning.
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